Theodoros Theodoroudis

Theodoros Theodoroudis received the 1st Prize at the 15th Montenegro International Guitar Competition (category up to 23 years old). The competition took place online on May 30th, 2021.

Theodoros studies guitar with Elena Papandreou.

Theodoros Theodoroudis

Theodoros Theodoroudis received the 1st Prize at the First International Nikita Koshkin Competition for Young Guitarists 2021 (category up to 21 years old). The competition took place online in Russia, with contestants participating from 11 countries.

Theodoros studies guitar with Elena Papandreou.

Natalia Giannaki

Natalia Giannaki received the 1st Prize at the International Piano Competition Art Rogaška 2021 (higher category without age limit) in Austria and Slovenia. She was the only Greek contestant among over 50 participants from 25 different countries. The prize includes performing at the Emperor Crystal Hall of Slovenia.

Natalia studies piano with Hans-Uwe Papamattheou Matschke.
Natalia Giannaki

Natalia Giannaki received the 3rd Prize at the *International Franz Liszt Center Piano Competition 2021* (category C 18-32 years old) held online in Spain.

Natalia studies piano with Hans-Uwe Papamattheou Matschke.

---

Natalia Giannaki

Natalia Giannaki received the 3rd Prize at the *International online Piano Competition Music and Stars Awards 2020* (category Professional 28 years and beyond, despite her real age) in Estonia. She was the only Greek among mainly Asian and Russian contestants. [https://musicandstarsawards.com/performing-results/](https://musicandstarsawards.com/performing-results/) [https://youtu.be/yqY9e3HCDZ4](https://youtu.be/yqY9e3HCDZ4)

Natalia studies piano with Hans-Uwe Papamattheou Matschke.

---

Rafailia-Irene Kontou

Rafailia-Irene Kontou received the 1st Prize at the 5th *National Music Competition 2020 of the UNESCO Club of Arts, Literature & Sciences of Greece* (category wind instruments/adults 18-30 years old) 16-18 October 2020, Athens. The award includes a prize of 300.-€ and a performance in the Award-winner’s concert.

Rafailia-Irene studies flute with Katrin Zenz.
Theodoros Theodoroudis

Theodoros Theodoroudis received the 1st Prize at the 5th National Music Competition 2020 of the UNESCO Club of Arts, Literature & Sciences of Greece (category adults 18-30 years old) 16-18 October 2020, Athens. The award includes a prize of 300.-€ and a performance in the Award-winner’s concert.

Theodoros studies guitar with Elena Papandreou.

Fani Valtadorou

Fani Valtadorou received the 1st Prize at the 5th National Music Competition 2020 of the UNESCO Club of Arts, Literature & Sciences of Greece (category wind instruments/15-18 years old) 16-18 October 2020, Athens. The award includes a prize of 300.-€ and a performance in the Award-winner’s concert.

Fani studies flute with Katrin Zenz.